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Description

The present invention relates to a process and a machine for moulding composite plastic material, comprising a plastic foamed material in combination with a rigid plastic material, such as, e.g., foamed polystyrene coupled with rigid polystyrene sheet.

The term "rigid" is meant in the instant disclosure in a relative meaning, i.e., in order to describe a material showing generally higher stiffness characteristics than of the plastic material rigid material is coupled with; consequently, by such a term, also a thin-sheet material is understood.

In order to mould these materials, which require steam to be applied in order to cause the foamed plastic material to undergo sintering and simultaneously adhere to the rigid material, from Italian patent No.1 185 507 (and also from DE-A-3604175 and GB-A-1447110) the use is already known of a mould constituted by two half-moulds which define, between them, a moulding hollow suitable for containing both materials, one of which, i.e., the more rigid, material, in sheet form, is first preformed while only being in contact with the bottom half-mould, and the other material is then moulded atop the first one by means of a sintering step inside the closed mould.

According to this technique, the rigid, sheet-shaped plastic material is fastened at its extreme edges and is deformed while hot, initially due to the movement of the relevant half-mould beyond the plane on which the sheet material lays, and then the material is caused to exactly adhere to the half-mould, by creating a depression between said half-mould and the material.

Subsequently, the upper half-mould is lowered and inside the resulting hollow, the foamed plastic material is moulded by applying steam in a pulsed way and alternating steam application steps and vacuum or depression steps, in order to enable the foamed material to undergo sintering also in its regions adjacent to the more rigid material, and hence create an effective adhesion of both materials to each other.

The method and equipment known from the prior art show the advantage that the moulding process can be carried out by means of one single mould consisting of two half-moulds which are mobile relatively to each other, hence they are advantageous from the constructive viewpoint.

Unfortunately, they are unsuitable if one wishes to produce a composite material consisting of a rigid sheet on both or more mutually opposite faces of the foamed plastic material.

On the other hand, the need is more and more felt of producing composite materials consisting of sheets of more rigid materials on their external faces, both because such a structure endows the resulting article of manufacture with a higher stiffness, and because the possibilities of use and the range of obtainable articles would be considerably extended.

In fact, the external surface made of such a material supplies the end manufactured article with characteristics of impermeability, hardness and impact strength, besides a more pleasant appearance and the possibility of being washed, a property which, on the contrary, foamed polystyrene, per se, does not display. For example, at present, in packaging sector, in which foamed polystyrene is widely used owing to its properties of lightness, insulation, moulding ability and low cost, the material must be mostly discarded after use, because it is damaged and cannot be used again, and this matter of fact causes obvious disposal and pollution problems. On the contrary, the material with hardened, smooth and compact surfaces on its external faces, could be used again. In any case, many articles could be manufactured, which at present have to be produced with other materials and more expensive processes and machinery.

The technical problem which the present invention wants to address is precisely overcoming the drawbacks and limits shown by the processes and equipment known from the prior art, by providing a process and a machine for moulding composite plastic material, which make it possible articles of plastic material with surfaces made from a more rigid material on at least two mutually opposite faces to be produced according to simplified modalities and by means of simplified equipment.

Within the scope of this purpose, the present invention furthermore wishes to provide a process and machine which makes it possible scrapped rigid material to be recovered and subsequently recycled, thus getting rid of disposal and pollution problems.

In order to achieve this purpose, according to the present invention a process for moulding composite plastic material, comprising foamed plastic material in combination with rigid plastic material, is proposed, in which the rigid material is first preformed and the foamed plastic material is moulded onto the rigid material by means of steam applied according to pulsed steps, characterized in that the portion of rigid material to be preformed is separated from the rigid material used as the starting material during the preforming step, and that the preformed material is transferred to the moulding step inside the preforming half-mould, and after the moulding step said moulded material is brought back to the preforming station in which atop the foamed plastic material a further portion of rigid plastic material is submitted to preforming, with said further portion of rigid plastic material being simultaneously separated from the rigid starting material, said further portion being subsequently coupled, while hot, with the foamed plastic material, with the scrap material resulting from the preforming steps being sent, at each preforming step, to the recovery station before the preforming half-mould is moved back to the preforming station.

In order to practice the process according to the present invention, a machine for moulding composite plastic material is proposed, which machine comprises
a preforming mould for preforming a rigid plastic material and a moulding mould for moulding a foamed plastic material, feed means for feeding the rigid plastic material to the preforming mould and feed means for feeding the foamed plastic material to the moulding mould, as well as means for applying steam, by means of pulsed application steps, to said moulding mould, characterized in that with said preforming mould are associated means for separating the portion of material to be preformed, which separating means operate simultaneously with the preforming mould, and that both moulds share one single half-mould alternatively movable between the preforming station and the moulding station, with the feed means for feeding the rigid plastic material being actuatable during one of the steps of moulding and the steps of movement of said half-mould.

By means of a process and a machine according to the present invention, a perfect preforming is initially obtained of a first rigid material, by generating a depression inside the preforming half-mould, and the structure is simplified as compared to a machine equipped with separate preforming and moulding moulds, because according to the present invention one single half-mould is provided, which travels from the preforming station where the first portion of rigid material is preformed, to the moulding station, and then returns back to the subsequent preforming step and to the thermostetting of the other portion of rigid material, and only this half-mould has to be moved.

Inasmuch as this half-mould is moved towards the moulding mould with the only preformed material portion, which hence is separated from the feed material, the scrap can be advantageously brought to the recovery station without said scrap undergoing any pollution by the lubricants, mould release agents, foam beads or other substances, said scrap material being consequently recyclable. Furthermore, the operation of scrap separation after that the moulded piece has been discharged from the machine, is avoided. Because the moulded foamed material retains a certain elasticity, the application of the sheet of rigid material on the foamed material can be carried out by means of the same mould with which the rigid material had been preformed before the moulding of the foamed material is carried out, whereas the end coupling of the sheet of rigid material on said foamed material takes then place at high temperature inside the same mould inside which the foamed material had been first moulded. In that way, a simplified structure is obtained.

Further details and advantages of the invention will be clearer from the following full disclosure of the same invention, made by referring to a preferred, non-exclusive embodiment, illustrated for exemplifying purposes in the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 shows a side elevation view of a machine according to the invention;
Figure 2 shows a schematic plan view of the same machine, with some parts being omitted for the sake of simplicity;
Figure 3 shows a front view of a portion of the machine of the preceding Figures, limitedly to the only preforming mould;
Figure 4 shows a side elevation view on a larger scale of a portion of the machine, displaying the zone of the preforming and moulding mould;
Figures 5a, 5b and 5c show views of an enlarged scale relatively to the preceding Figures, of a portion of the preforming mould in some operating steps;
Figure 6 is a block diagram of the centralized control section for the control of the required operations for moulding an article of composite plastic material;
Figures 7-18 schematically illustrate the successive operating steps necessary in order to obtain an article of composite plastic material with coupled sheets of opposite faces, by means of the process and machine according to the present invention.

Referring first to Figures 1-3, a machine for moulding composite material, as a foamed plastic material, in particular foamed polystyrene, in combination with a rigid plastic material, in particular a rigid polystyrene in sheet form, is substantially provided with a preforming station 1 in which the rigid plastic material 2 is preformed, a moulding station 3 at which the foamed plastic material is moulded atop the preformed material, a station 4 at which the rigid material 2 is fed to the preforming station 1 and feed means 5 for feeding the formed plastic material to the moulding station 3.

The machine is furthermore provided with a discharge station 6 and, if the rigid plastic material 2 so requires, with a pre-heating station 7, installed adjacent to the preforming station 1.

As regards the moulding station 3, this is also equipped with feed means 8 for feeding steam according to a pulsed fashion, in order to cause the foamed plastic material to undergo sintering according to a previously known technique, for example, as disclosed and illustrated in the above cited Italian patent 1 185 507, and with feed means 9 for feeding a coolant.

The feed station 4 comprises feed means for feeding the rigid plastic material 2, which are essentially constituted by a roller 10 from which the material 2 is unwound and a roller 11 on which the scrap material 12 is wound, the roller 11 being caused to intermittently rotate by a motor means 13 controlled by a central control unit schematically shown with 14 (see Figure 6).

The material 2 is guided by guide means 15 at least at the preforming station 1, and is caused to advance according to the direction shown by arrow F1.

The preheating station 7 is preferably constituted by a preheater 16, in particular an infrared ray preheater, supported and guided crosswise (arrows F2 in Figure 2) to the direction of movement of the continuos material 2 by a guide body 17, between an operating position over the material 2 (which position is shown by solid lines in
Figure 2), and an offset rest position to the side thereof (the rest position is shown by dashed lines in Figure 2). Of course, the number of heating elements 18 and/or the power thereof and/or the stay time of the preheater 16 over the material 2 will be selected as a function of the same material and of the preforming requirements. The movement of the preheater 16 is accomplished, for example, by means of a motor means 19 and a belt 20, which, at a point thereof, is made integral with said preheater and is returned around a stationary axle supported in position inside the structure 17. The motor means 19 is also controlled by the central control unit 14.

The preforming station 1 and the moulding station 3 substantially comprise a plurality of vertical uprights 21, fastened to a slab shaped base 22 and spaced apart from each other, along which relevant bushings 23 can slide, with which a horizontal support plane 24 is integral, which consequently can be lifted and lowered in a vertical direction, for example by means of toggle mechanisms generally indicated with 25, which receive their motion, as pairs, from respective motor means 26, also controlled by the central control unit 14.

On the support 24 there is provided a horizontally slidable slide 27, which can slide in the direction of arrow F3, i.e., substantially perpendicularly to the direction of feed F1 of the rigid material 2, in the exemplary embodiment illustrated herein, which slide 27 has a length substantially corresponding to the longitudinal horizontal dimension of both stations 1 and 3. The slide 27 is moved by a motor means 28, with the aid of a belt 29 made integral, at a point, with the slide 27 and returned around a fixed axle 30, said slide 27 being guided along longitudinal guides 31 fastened to the support 24 and slidingly engaged by respective runners 32 of the slide 27 between both rows of uprights 21.

On its left-hand side (Fig. 1), the slide 27 supports a preforming half-mould 33 and, on its right hand side, said slide bears a possibly sprung (i.e., by means of springs 35), support plane 34, designed to support the moulded articles P. The preforming half-mould 33 can cooperate, in the preforming station 1, with a counter-mould 36, which, in the exemplary embodiment illustrated herein is made vertically mobile by means of bushings 37 sliding along the uprights 21, but which could be a stationary one as well. The configuration of the mutually opposite hollows of the half-mould 33 and of the counter-mould 36 is such that in their preforming position, i.e., when the preforming mould is closed, they define a preforming hollow corresponding to the shape which has to be given to the end product P. The counter-mould 36 can be moved, for example by means of a hydraulic actuator consisting of a cylinder-ram unit 38, the cylinder of which is fastened to a crossbeam 39 of the preforming station 1, and whose ram is integral with the counter-mould 36. The actuation is controlled by the central control unit 14. The half-mould 33 can be provided with temperature regulation systems and with systems for applying a depression to the hollow, through purposely provided passages.

With the counter-mould 36 separation or shearing means are associated, which are better seen in Figures 5a, 5b, 5c, and are constituted by blades 40 so arranged as to separate from the rigid material 2 the portion to be preformed, by perimetrical shearing it at each preforming step, as is better seen in the following. In the half-mould 33 the channels 33a can be seen, which make it possible a depression to be applied at the hollow of the half-mould 33, in a per sé known way.

The moulding station 3 is constituted by a stationary or mobile half-mould 41, of a per sé known type, for moulding foamed plastic materials by means of steam pulsed injections, for example as disclosed in Italian patent 1185507, already cited above. Consequently, in the drawing only some typical elements of such a mould have been generally indicated, such as the feed channels 42 for feeding the material 43, connected with a tank 44 inside which the material to be moulded is stored, the ducts 48 which supply steam, and the cooling ducts 49, which lead to spray nozzles 45. However, also condensate discharge means and means for generating a depression inside the mould hollow are provided. With the reference numeral 46 the hollow is indicated which, in cooperation with the hollow defined in the preforming half-mould 33, defines the composite material moulding hollow. The same mould furthermore comprises knockouts which are per sé known, and consequently are not illustrated in detail, in order to discharge the moulded articles P from the mould.

Alongside the moulding station 3 there is arranged the discharge station 6, which substantially comprises a pusher element 47, for example pneumatically actuated by a cylinder-ram unit 48, controlled by the central control unit 14, which causes it to move in a direction perpendicular to the direction of movement of the slide 27, and a conveyor belt 49, or another transport device.

The conveyor belt 49 has its upper stretch at the same level as of the support plane 34 (in the lifted position of the slide 27), on which also the pusher 47 operates, so the conveyor belt 49 receives the moulded pieces P from such a plane 34, and conveys them to a collection device, not depicted in the figures, according to a parallel direction to the feed direction of material 2. The conveyor belt 49 travels around a roller 50 and is intermittently actuated by motor means 51, together with the pusher element 47.

As schematically illustrated in Fig. 6, all the actuator organs which cause the movements of the several mobile elements of the machine which have been previously disclosed, are controlled by a central control unit 14 according to a preset sequence, as is better disclosed now in the following, also by referring to Figures 7-18.

The first step of the operation of composite moulding comprises submitting a first portion of the rigid plastic material 2 to the preforming operation. For that purpose, the material 2, in ribbon shape, is caused to advance by one step, and, if so necessary, is preheated
under the preheater 16 positioned in its operating position for a preset time, after which the preheater mean is retracted back to its rest position.

Fig. 7 schematically illustrates the situation a few time before the preforming operation.

During the next step, the material 2 reaches its preforming position inside the preforming mould 1. By the central control unit 14, the motor means 26 and the hydraulic device 38 are actuated simultaneously, and both half-moulds 33 and 36 are brought to a position which is substantially aligned with the plane of the material 2 (Fig. 8). The latter is deformed according to the hollow of the half-mould 33, thanks to the depression created inside the latter, through the channels 33a, and simultaneously, the preformed portion 2a is shorn off from the ribbon of material 2 along a perimetrical line, by the blades 40 (Fig. 5a). The scrap 2a remains as a continuous piece and during the successive steps of material 2 feed is wound on the roller 11 and can be advantageously recycled, by means of suitable treatments.

While the preforming is taking place, inside the moulding mould 3 the moulded article P previously finished is present, retained inside the upper half-mould 41.

When the step of rigid material 2 preforming has taken place, by the central control unit 14 the command of moving the half-moulds 33 and 36 apart from each other is sent, and the knockouts are actuated simultaneously, in order to expel the finished article P from the half-mould 41. When the slide 27 is subsequently lowered down, the preformed portion 2a is retained on the half-mould 33, whereas the piece P is released from the counter-mould 41 and remains on the support plane 34 (Fig. 9).

When the slide 27 reaches its lowermost position, the motor means 28 is enabled, still by the central control unit 14, which causes the slide 27 to be moved to the right in Figures 7-18, bringing the half-mould 33, with the preformed piece inside it, under the half-mould 41, and the support plane 34 at the discharge station (Fig. 10).

Now, the central control unit sends the command which causes the slide 27 to be moved upwards, and the half-moulds 33 and 41 come into mutual contact, in order to define the moulding hollow for the foamed plastic material according to the already known technique, which moulding is carried out by injecting the material from the feed channels 42 into the moulding hollow, then sending steam according to a pulsed feed pattern into the half-mould 41 in order to cause the material to undergo sintering, and it to be simultaneously coupled with the preformed rigid material 2a, with the pusher 47 being simultaneously actuated in order to push the already ready piece P onto the discharge conveyor belt 49 (Fig. 11).

When the moulding step is complete, the slider 27 is caused to move downwards and the opening of mould 3 as well as the de-moulding of just moulded piece S take place, in such a way that said piece S remains then retained by the lower half-mould 33, for example, by means of a depression (Fig. 12). Retaining the piece S inside the lower mould 33 may advantageously serve to complete the cooling operations, while the half-mould 33 is being moved back to its preforming position (Fig. 13) where the application of the rigid material also on that face of piece S which is opposite to the face on which the rigid sheet 2a is already applied, takes place.

In the meanwhile, the ribbon material 2 has also been caused to advance by one step.

Then, the slide 27 is caused to move upwards and the counter-mould 36 is caused to move downwards and the preforming of a sheet of rigid material 2 on the foamed material is carried out, by bringing both half-moulds 33 and 36 substantially into contact with each other (Fig. 14). The configuration of the hollows provided in both half-moulds 33 and 30 makes it possible the new sheet of rigid material 2 to be perfectly preformed, with the material being simultaneously perimetricaly shorn (Fig. 5c). The counter-mould 36 anyway is not essential, only the presence of the shearing means 40 being essential. In the case of absence of counter-mould 36, the presence of the already moulded foamed material does not make it possible the material 2 to perfectly adhere to all the moulded foamed material, but anyway makes it possible a preforming to be carried out which causes the material 2 to be given a shape which is close to the shape of the upper side of the piece S, thanks to a depression produced through the perimetrical channels 33a provided in the half-mould 33 (Fig. 5b). The material 2 is always perimetricaly shorn by the blades 40. Of course, the material 2 may be preheated.

The piece S with the preformed sheet 2b is now retained on the bottom half-mould 33 (Fig. 15), and is then brought back to the moulding station 3 (Fig. 16). The moulding mould is now closed (Fig. 17) and steam is injected into it, on sheet 2b side. So, the high-temperature coupling of the sheet 2b on the foamed material is accomplished throughout the upper and perimetrical surface of the foamed material, because the hollow of the half-mould 41 corresponds to the shape of the upper and perimetrical surface of the foamed material previously moulded, and thanks to a certain elasticity of the foamed material, and to the limited thickness of the sheet 2b, the perfect adhesion is obtained at all points.

Steam temperature may be, for example, of 110°C., and the step of steam injection for the perfect adhesion of both materials may last some seconds. Before reopening the mould 3, providing a cooling step may prove suitable.

Now, the moulding mould 3 is opened by causing the slide 27 to move downwards together with the half-mould 33, with the finished piece P being anyway retained inside the upper half-mould 41, for example, by means of a depression (Fig. 18). During this step, the cooling can be completed, or, should said cooling not have been already done while the mould is still closed, said cooling can be carried out now.
The slide 27 is now returned back to its position for successive piece preforming. In the meanwhile, also the ribbon of rigid material 2 has been caused to progress by one step.

One will understand that the machine is by now in position, ready for a further preforming and moulding operation, and the above disclosed cycle can be repeated.

Advantageously, in order to obtain an article provided with hardened surfaces, one single half-mould is used, which can be translated to be coupled with a preforming half-mould (and, possibly, with a preforming half-mould), and the moulding takes place of the first portion of rigid material separated from the feed ribbon, whilst the second portion, also separated from the feed ribbon, is applied at a high temperature on the already moulded material, with a perfect and long-lasting adhesion being obtained.

The residual material is in no way submitted to transformations or actions which may deteriorate it and render it no longer re-useable or re-cyclable. Turning the piece upside-down is no longer necessary in order to apply two sheets of rigid material on opposite surfaces thereof. The particular arrangement of the moulds, as regards the feed and discharge operations, makes the machine a particularly rational, small-overall-dimension, one. It should be observed that the same results could be also obtained without the half-mould 36, with the machine being hence furthermore simplified. Inasmuch as the preformed material is always brought to the moulding station on the same preforming half-mould, no additional means are required in order to transfer the material between the preforming and moulding stations, and in order to recover the scrap material, the moving means for fed material are enough.

The process and machine according to the present invention makes it furthermore possible composite materials to be moulded in which the rigid material may also be of a very small thickness.

The machine is also suitable for the simultaneous moulding of a plurality of distinct pieces, or can be easily adapted for that purpose.

Of course, modifications and variants are also possible besides those as said hereinabove. So, for example, lifting the slide 27 could be obtained by hydraulic way. The pusher 47 could be actuated slightly before the moulding step (by arranging the pusher 47 and the conveyor belt 49 at the level of the slide 27 in its lowered position). The feed of rigid material 2 and/or the discharge of finished pieces P might also take place on line with moulds 1 and 3. Moving the slide 27 could also be obtained by means of a pinion-rack system. It might also be possible the position of half-moulds 33, 36 and 41 to be inverted, in the sense that the horizontally translatable half-mould might be arranged above the other two half-moulds.

Claims

1. Process for moulding composite plastic material, comprising foamed plastic material in combination with rigid plastic material (2), in which the rigid material (2) is first preformed and the foamed plastic material (43) is moulded with the rigid material (2) by means of steam applied according to pulsed steps, characterized in that a portion (2a) of rigid material (2) to be preformed is separated from the rigid material (2) used as the starting material during a preforming step, and that the preformed material is transferred to a moulding step inside the preforming half-mould (33), and after the moulding step is brought back to the preforming station (1) in which atop the foamed plastic material (43) a further portion (26) of rigid plastic material (2) is submitted to preforming, with said further portion of rigid plastic material (2) being simultaneously separated from the rigid starting material, said further portion being subsequently coupled, while hot, with the foamed plastic material (43), with the scrap material (12) resulting from the preforming steps being sent at each preforming step, to the recovery station (11) before the preforming half-mould (33) is moved back to the preforming station (1).

2. Process according to claim 1, characterized in that said rigid plastic material (2) is fed as a continuous material and is recovered as a continuous material from which the portions (2a, 2b) to be preformed have been shorn away.

3. Process according to claim 1 or 2, characterized in that said rigid plastic material (2) and said scrap material (12) are caused to advance in a different direction (F1) relatively to the direction (F3) of transfer of preforming half-mould (33) between the preforming step and the moulding step, said directions preferably being perpendicular to each other.

4. Process according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that the moulded piece (43) on the rigid material (2a) is brought back to the preforming station (1) on the same preforming half-mould (33).

5. Process according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that the further portion (2b) of rigid plastic material (2) is preformed atop the foamed plastic material (43) and is heated by means of steam inside a moulding mould (41) in order to be caused to completely adhere to the foamed plastic material.

6. Process according to claim 5, characterized in that steam is applied at a temperature of the order of 110°C, for a time of a few seconds.

7. Process according to one of the preceding claims,
characterized in that the finished moulded pieces are retained in moulded position while the preforming half-mould (33) is being returned back to the preforming station (1) for the beginning of a new preforming and moulding cycle.

8. Process according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that a finished moulded piece is released from a moulding position after that the preforming of a subsequent piece has been carried out.

9. Process according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that a moulded piece is transferred to a discharge station (6) while a subsequent preformed piece is being transferred to the moulding station (3).

10. Process according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that said rigid plastic material (2) is pre-heated before the preforming steps.

11. Process according to one or more of the preceding claims, characterized in that the rigid plastic preforming step is at least partially carried out by means of a depressurization.

12. Machine for practicing the process according to one of the preceding claims, which machine comprises a preforming mould (33, 36) for preforming a rigid plastic material (2) and a moulding mould (33, 41) for moulding a foamed plastic material (43), feed means (10, 11) for feeding the rigid plastic material (2) to the preforming mould (33, 36) and feed means (5, 42) for feeding the foamed plastic material (43) to the moulding mould (33, 41), as well as means (8) for applying steam, by means of pulsed steam application steps, to said moulding mould (33, 41), characterized in that said preforming mould (33, 36) are associated means (40) for separating the portion of material to be preformed, which separating means (40) operate simultaneously with the preforming mould (36), and that both moulds share single half-mould alternately mobile between the preforming station (1) and the moulding station (3), with the feed means (10, 11) for feeding the rigid plastic material (2) being actuated during one of the steps of moulding and the steps of movement of said half-mould.

13. Machine according to claim 12, characterized in that said preforming mould is provided with shearing means (40) in order to separate, at each preforming step, the preformed portion (2a, 2b) of rigid plastic material (2) from the feed material.

14. Machine according to one of claims 12 or 13, characterized in that it is equipped with a preheating device (7) adjacent to the preforming mould (33, 36).

15. Machine according to one of claims from 12 to 14, characterized in that it is provided with means (33a) for applying a depressurization at the preforming mould (33).

16. Machine according to one or more of claims from 12 to 15, characterized in that said preforming mould (33, 36) comprises a counter-mould (36) provided with a hollow (46) corresponding to a hollow of a counter-mould of the moulding mould (33, 41).

17. Article (P) of composite plastic material obtained by means of the process according to one of claims from 1 to 10, characterized in that it comprises a foamed plastic material (43) sandwiched between sheets of rigid plastic material (2a, 2b), arranged on opposite faces of said article.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Gießen von Kunststoff-Verbundmaterial, das aufgeschäumtes Kunststoffmaterial in Kombination mit hartem Kunststoffmaterial (2) enthält, bei dem das harte Material (2) zuerst vorgeformt und das aufgeschäumte Kunststoffmaterial (43) mit dem harten Material (2) mittels stoßartig aufgebrachtem Dampf geformt wird, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß ein Abschnitt (2a) von hartem Material (2), der vorgeformt werden muß, von dem harten Material (2), das als Ausgangsmaterial für einen Vorformungsschritt verwendet wird, abgeschnitten wird, und daß das vorgeformte Material zu einem Gießschritt in der Halbform (33) für die Vorformung transportiert wird, und nach dem Gießschritt zurück zur Vorformungsstation (1) gebracht wird, in der auf dem aufgeschäumten Kunststoffmaterial (43) ein weiterer Abschnitt (2b) aus hartem Kunststoffmaterial (2) einer Vorformung unterzogen wird, wobei der weitere Abschnitt des harten Kunststoffmaterials (2) gleichzeitig von dem harten Ausgangsmaterial abgeschnitten wird, und der weitere Abschnitt anschließend im heißen Zustand mit dem aufgeschäumten Kunststoffmaterial (43) verbunden wird, wobei das bei den Vorformungsschritten anfallende Abfallmaterial (12) bei jedem Vorformungsschritt in die Rückgewinnungsstation (11) geschockt wird, bevor die Halbform (33) für die Vorformung zur Vorformungsstation (1) zurückgebracht wird.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das harte Kunststoffmaterial (2) als Endlosmaterial zugeführt wird und als Endlosmaterial zurückgewonnen wird, nachdem die vorzuf ormenden Abschnitte (2a, 2b) ausgeschnitten wurden.
3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das harte Kunststoffmaterial (2) und das Abfallmaterial (12) in einer anderen Richtung (F1) als der Richtung (F3) des Transports der Halbform (33) für die Vorformung zwischen dem Vorformungsschritt und dem Gießschritt weitertransportiert werden, wobei die Richtungen vorgängig senkrecht zueinander sind.

4. Verfahren nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das aufgeschäumte Formteil (43) auf dem harten Material (2a) auf der gleichen Halbform (33) für die Vorformung zur Vorformungsstation (1) zurückgebracht wird.

5. Verfahren nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der zusätzliche Abschnitt (2b) des harten Kunststoffmaterials (2) auf dem aufgeschäumten Kunststoffmaterial (43) vorgeformt wird und mittels Dampf in einer Gießform (41) erhitzt wird, um sich vollständig mit dem aufgeschäumten Kunststoffmaterial zu verbinden.


7. Verfahren nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die fertigen Formteile in der Gießposition gehalten werden, während die Halbform (33) für die Vorformung für den Beginn eines neuen Vorformungs- und Gießzyklus zur Vorformungsstation (1) zurückgebracht wird.

8. Verfahren nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß ein fertiggestelltes Formteil aus einer Gießposition freigegeben wird, nachdem die Vorformung eines nachfolgenden Teils ausgeführt worden ist.

9. Verfahren nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß ein Formteil in eine Auswerferstation (6) gebracht wird, während ein nachfolgendes vorgeformtes Teil in die Gießstation (3) gebracht wird.

10. Verfahren nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das harte Kunststoffmaterial (2) vor den Vorformungsschritten vorgewärmt wird.


12. Maschine zur Durchführung des Verfahrens nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Maschine eine Form (33, 36) für die Vorformung eines harten Kunststoffmaterials (2) und eine Gießform (33, 41) zur Formgebung eines aufgeschäumten Kunststoffmaterials (43), Fördereinrichtungen (10, 11) zur Förderung des harten Kunststoffmaterials (2) zur Form (33, 36) für die Vorformung und Fördereinrichtungen (5, 42) zur Förderung des aufgeschäumten Kunststoffmaterials (43) zur Gießform (33, 41) sowie eine Einrichtung (8) zur Aufbringung von Dampf in ständigem Aufbringensschritten auf die Gießform (33, 41) umfaßt, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß mit der Form (33, 36) für die Vorformung eine Einrichtung (40) zum Abschneiden der vorzufüllenden Materialabschnitts verbunden ist, wobei die Einrichtung (40) zum Abschneiden gleichzeitig mit der Form (36) für die Vorformung arbeitet, und daß beide Formen eine einzige Halbform benutzen, die wechselseitig zwischen der Vorformungs- und Gießstation (3) verfahrbar ist, wobei die Fördereinrichtung (10, 11) zur Förderung des harten Kunststoffmaterials (2) während einer der Gießschritte und den Schritten zum Verfahren der Halbform betätigt werden kann.

13. Maschine nach Anspruch 12, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Form für die Vorformung mit einer Einrichtung (40) zum Ausschneiden versehen ist, um bei jedem Vorformungsschritt den vorgeformten Abschnitt (2a, 2b) des harten Kunststoffmaterials (2) aus dem aufgegebenen Material auszuschneiden.

14. Maschine nach einem der Ansprüche 12 oder 13, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß diese mit einer Vorrichtung (7) zum Vorwärmen an der Form (33, 36) für die Vorformung ausgerüstet ist.

15. Maschine nach einem der Ansprüche 12 bis 14, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß diese mit einer Einrichtung (33a) zum Aufbringen von Unterdruck an der Form (33) für die Vorformung ausgerüstet ist.

16. Maschine nach einem oder mehreren der Ansprüche 12 bis 15, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Form (33, 36) für die Vorformung eine Gegenform (36) umfaßt, die mit einem Hohlraum (46) versehen ist, der einem Hohlraum einer Gegenform der Gießform (33, 41) entspricht.

17. Artikel (P) aus Kunststoff-Verbundmaterial, der mittels des Verfahrens nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 10 erhalten wurde, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß dieser ein aufgeschäumtes Kunststoffmaterial (43) enthält, das zwischen Schalen aus hartem Kunststoffmaterial (2a, 2b) eingebettet ist, die auf einander gegenüberliegenden Seiten des Artikels.
Revendications

1. Procédé de moulage d'une matière plastique composite, comprenant une matière plastique moussée en combinaison avec une matière plastique rigide (2), dans lequel la matière rigide (2) est d'abord préformée et la matière plastique moussée (43) est moulée avec la matière rigide (2) au moyen de vapeur appliquée selon des étapes pulsées, caractérisé en ce qu'une partie (2a) de la matière rigide (2) devant être préformée est séparée de la matière rigide (2) utilisée comme matière première pendant une étape de préformage, et en ce que la matière préformée est transférée vers une étape de moulage dans le demi-moule de préformage (33), et après l'étape de moulage est ramenée au poste de préformage (1) auquel, sur la matière plastique formée (43), une autre partie (26) de matière plastique rigide (2) est soumise au préformage, ladite autre partie de matière plastique rigide (2) étant simultanément séparée de la matière rigide de départ, ladite autre partie étant ensuite coupée, à chaud, avec la matière plastique moussée (43), les rebuts (12) résultant des étapes de préformage étant envoyés, à chaque étape de préformage, au poste de récupération (11) avant que le demi-moule de préformage (33) soit ramené au poste de préformage (1).

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que ladite matière plastique rigide (2) est introduite en tant que matière continue et est récupérée en tant que matière continue de laquelle les parties (2a, 2b) devant être préformées ont été retirées.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce que ladite matière plastique rigide (2) et lesdits rebuts (12) sont forçés à avancer dans une direction différente (F1) par rapport à la direction (F3) de transfert du demi-moule de préformage (33) entre l'étape de préformage et l'étape de moulage, lesdites directions étant de préférence perpendiculaires l'une à l'autre.

4. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que la pièce moulée (43) sur la matière rigide (2a) est ramenée au poste de préformage (1) sur le même demi-moule de préformage (33).

5. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que l'autre partie (2b) de matière plastique rigide (2) est préformée par-dessus la matière plastique moussée (43) et est chauffée au moyen de vapeur à l'intérieur d'un moule de moulage (41) afin de la forcer à adhérer complètement à la matière plastique moussée.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, caractérisé en ce que la vapeur est appliquée à une température de l'ordre de 110°C pendant une durée que quelques secondes.

7. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que les pièces moulées terminées sont conservées en position moulée pendant que le demi-moule de préformage (33) est ramené au poste de préformage (1) pour le début d'un nouveau cycle de préformage et moulage.

8. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce qu'une pièce moulée terminée est relâchée d'une position de moulage après que le préformage d'une pièce suivante a été effectué.

9. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce qu'une pièce moulée est transférée vers un poste de sortie (6) pendant qu'une pièce préformée suivante est en cours de transfert vers le poste de moulage (3).

10. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que ladite matière plastique rigide (2) est préchauffée avant les étapes de préformage.

11. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que l'étape de moulage de la matière rigide est effectuée au moins partiellement au moyen d'une dépression.

12. Machine pour mettre en œuvre le procédé selon l'une des revendications précédentes, laquelle machine comprend un moule de préformage (33, 36) pour préformer une matière plastique rigide (2) et un moule de moulage (33, 41) pour mouler une matière plastique moussée (43), des moyens d'alimentation (10, 11) pour amener la matière plastique rigide dans le moule de préformage (33, 36) et des moyens d'alimentation (5, 42) pour amener la matière plastique moussée (43) dans le moule de moulage (33, 41), ainsi que des moyens (8) pour appliquer de la vapeur, au moyen d'étapes d'application de vapeur par impulsions, audit moule de moulage (33, 41), caractérisée en ce qu'au long de moule de préformage (33, 36) sont associés des moyens (40) pour séparer la matière de préformer, lesquels moyens de séparation (40) opèrent simultanément avec le moule de préformage (36), et en ce que les deux moules partagent un seul demi-moule mobile en va-et-vient entre le poste de préformage (1) et le poste de moulage (3), les moyens d'alimentation (10, 11) pour amener la matière plastique rigide (2) pouvant être actionnés pendant l'une des étapes de moulage et les étapes de déplacement dudit demi-moule.
13. Machine selon la revendication 12, caractérisée en ce que ledit moule de préformage est muni de moyens de cisaillement (40) afin de séparer à chaque étape de préformage la partie préformée (2a, 2b) de matière plastique rigide (2) de la matière d'alimentation.

14. Machine selon l'une des revendications 12 ou 13, caractérisée en ce qu'elle est équipée d'un dispositif de préchauffage (7) adjacent au moule de préformage (33, 36).

15. Machine selon l'une des revendications 12 à 14, caractérisée en ce qu'elle est munie de moyens (33a) pour appliquer une dépression au niveau du moule de préformage (33).

16. Machine selon l'une des revendications 12 à 15, caractérisée en ce que ledit moule de préformage (33, 36) comprend un contre-moule (36) muni d'une dépression (46) correspondant à une dépression d'un contre-moule du moule de moulage (33, 41).

17. Article (P) en matière plastique composite obtenu au moyen du procédé selon l'un des revendications 1 à 10, caractérisé en ce qu'il comprend une matière plastique moussée (43) prise en sandwich entre des feuilles de matière plastique rigide (2a, 2b) agencées sur des faces opposées dudit article.